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Most enterprise deployments of IPv6 will require some form of
translaOon, at least into the near future

Requires that the IPv6 session be terminated and an IPv4 session
be established
Proxy
Typically this is done in sodware and can lead to performance
challenges

Preferred method for translaOon techniques
Server load balancing
Most organizaOons front end their internet presence with some
form of server load balancing

There are three major techniques for IPv6 to IPv4 translaOon

LocaOons where IPv6 only exists and sessions will be iniOated
from that IPv6 only perspecOve
Stateful NAT64
May lose visibility to the original IP address

TransiOon technology where IPv4 and IPv6 operate in tandem

RFC 6333
Deprecated because of Oght coupling with DNS

Both IPv4 and IPv6 are fully deployed across the infrastructure

Network Address TranslaOon-Protocol TranslaOon (NAT-PT)
Requires IPv6 access network

ConﬁguraOon and rouOng protocols handle both IPv4 and IPv6
adjacencies

Requires CPE support

Preferred method to transiOon to IPv6

Not a long-term strategy

Performs IP header and address translaOon between IPv6-only
and IPv4-only hosts and networks

Current recommendaOon for DC environment transiOon
Advantages

Provides gradual migraOon to IPv6

RFC 7755 prescribes single-stall IPv6 for DC

Leverages IPv6 in the network

If building an IPv6 only DC, stateless translaOon via NAT/Proxy/
SLB recommended

Advantages
IPv4 conOnuity provided by the fact that exisOng content
providers can provide services transparently to IPv6 users
Dependency on CPE router

ApplicaOon Layer Gateways (ALG) needed to translate protocols
that embed IP address informaOon in the payload (i.e. FTP, SIP)

It's versaOle, scalable and the highest performance method
available for an enterprise organizaOon today
Disadvantage

NAT disabled on CPE router

DNS64 and NAT64 are completely separate. This is what made it
superior to NAT-PT

DS-Lite

Content caching funcOon may break
Dual Stack

Disadvantages
Well-known preﬁx (WKP) (64:ﬀ9b::/96) is not globally routable,
but is one opOon used for mapping

Network-speciﬁc preﬁx (NSP) is an IPv6 preﬁx (/96) assigned by
the organizaOon for mapping

General recommendaOon is to separate the control plane
between IPv4 and IPv6 to avoid fate sharing rather than just
using diﬀerent address families of the same rouOng protocol

DPI funcOon may break

You generally want IPv6 to be preferred

QoS funcOon may break

The old method of preferring IPv6 was to wait for it to Omeout
before IPv4 was a_empted. This resulted in unhappy users.

Terminology
All disadvantages of CGN also apply

Happy Eyeballs simply gives IPv6 a 300ms head start when
sending a TCP SYN. Whichever protocol establishes the session
ﬁrst, will be used for the rest of that parOcular session’s lifeOme.

IPv4-converted IPv6 addresses are IPv6 address used to
represent IPv4 nodes in an IPv6 network

Session may be setup over IPv4 one Ome and IPv6 other Omes

RFC 6555: Happy Eyeballs
Uses network connecOvity status indicator (NCSI) instead

RFC 6145

Used inbound to an IPV6-only infrastructure

Not used by Microsod

Algorithmically maps IPv6 to IPv4 and IPv4 to IPv6

Probes for both IPv4 and IPv6 network connecOvity which is
maintained globally at CDN sites.

Hosts need Internet connecOvity or you need to simulate this
funcOonality internally for your hosts

Directly embed the IPV4 address into the 96-bit network speciﬁc
preﬁx assigned to the ingress of our V6-only network

Current network infrastructure must be capable of IPv6
IPv6 over private IPv4

Stateless

Disadvantages

Does not maintain any bindings or session state

IPv6 needs to be acOvated on almost all network elements

Supports both IPv6-iniOated and IPv4-iniOated communicaOons

Network Address TranslaOon 64 (NAT64)

1:1 translaOon - doesn’t save IPv4 space

Can map the enOre legacy Internet into a single /96 preﬁx
6rd + CGN
RFC 6146

An overlay is built that tunnels one protocol over the other

Used outbound where the session originates from an IPV6-only
island

Either IPv6 packets are encapsulated within IPv4 packets or IPv4
packets are encapsulated within IPv6 packets

Maps IPv6 to IPv4 and IPv4 to IPv6

RecommendaOon is that tunnels be used for very speciﬁc corner
cases and they not be deployed on a wide scale

Creates or modiﬁes bindings or session state while performing
translaOon

Users of the new architecture can’t use the services of the
underlying infrastructure
Disadvantages

Supports both IPv6-iniOated and IPv4-iniOated communicaOons

Users of the new protocol can’t communicate with users of the
old protocol
1:N translaOon - supports large number of end points (think
CGN)

Stateful
Fully automated way to build IPv6 tunnels (GRE) over an IPv4
infrastructure

RFC 6147
Once IPv6 is deployed on a segment, the tunnel automaOcally
turns oﬀ and shids to terminate on the next segment
Necessary for IPV6 client to an IPV4 service

Can be combined with NAT64 to synthesize AAAA records from A
records

Address Family TranslaOon (AFT)

Auto IPv6

DNS64

Sends request for AAAA ﬁrst. If no answer, it sends a request for
A. The result is translated to an IPv6 address

IPv6 TransiOon Technologies
Auto Tunnel Built over IPv4-only segments

The synthesized AAAA record is the NAT64 preﬁx with the IPv4
address appended to it
Also works in reverse when ready to remove IPv4

Tunneling

IPv6 over public IPv4

6rd

Used on mobile devices

IPv6 device with an IPv4 app that needs to cross the mobile
carrier’s IPv6 network then talk to an IPv4 service

Stateless 464 EncapsulaOon

CLAT = Client Address TranslaOon (IPv4 to IPv6) on the device
itself (stateless)

DesOnaOon IPv4 address embedded into the translated address
RFC 6877: 464xLAT
PLAT = Provider Address TranslaOon (IPv6 to IPv4) (stateful)

MAP-E

RFC 6296

Stateless

Swaps the led most bits of the address in equal preﬁx lengths

ULA addressing translated to PA space
Each shared IPv4 end-point gets a unique TCP/UDP port-range
via “rules”

Ideal for small-to-medium enterprises who do not have access to
PI addressing space

Allows sharing of IPv4 address across an IPv6 network

All or part of IPv4 address can be derived from IPv6 preﬁx
(allows for route summarizaOon)

Need to allocate TCP/UDP port ranges to each CPE
Internet ConnecOvity

Can be implemented in hardware
Network Preﬁx TranslaOon IPv6 (NPTv6)
Can use anycast
Stateless border relays in SP network
Can have asymmetric rouOng
Mapping of Address and Port (MAP)
No single point of failure, no need for HA hardware
Overlapping address space

IPv6 can be used to smooth this integraOon as it does not
require one site or organizaOon to have to re-address
Leverages IPv6 in the network
Avoids double NAT and complex NAT conﬁguraOons
No CGN inside SP network
Mergers and AcquisiOons
Advantages

Dual stack both sites and overlay IPv6 for intersite
communicaOon

No need for logging

No need for ALGs

Disadvantages
Stateless 464 TranslaOon

MAP-T

Dependency on CPE router

IPv6 extended to next segment

Auto tunnel auto-shids to span over remaining IPv4-only
segments

